
 

Day 1- Explore Tettye 
A 4,5 hectare park a place of recreation in the heart of 

Pécs. Hills surround it on three sides and below, in the 

south, we can find the city. The ruins of the summer 

palace in the southern part of the square are a 

favourite tourist attraction. South of the ruins we can 

find an unique geological marvel called Tettye Lime 

Tuff Cave. The water of Tettye Spring leaked trought 

the 10 thousand year old loose. Walking eastwest we 

can reach the gleaming white lime rock of Havi-hegy 

dominating Tettye. On the top of the rock stands a 

Cross. After a short walk we arrive at the beautiful 

Baroque chapel. 

There are a lot of oppotrunities to have lunch or drink a 

coffe with a grandiose panorama! 

 

Day 2- Travel to Óbánya 
Óbánya is situated in the East- Mecsek Hills, in a small 

reclused valley. According to the largest number of 

German population, the village is mentioned as the 

„Hungarian Switzerland”. It is approx. 20 km from 

Pécs.  

Óbánya is a population resort and tourist destination 

where many tourist paths can be founded. The tourist 

paths start at the parking place at the begining of the 

village. Following the blue sign you can visit Öreg mill, 

Pisztrángos lakes and Ferde Fall.  

 

Day 3- Find panorama 
The TV Tower approx. 200 m. high reinforced-concrete 

colossus is located on the 535 m. high summit of 

Misina. It has an observation terrace and a coffee 

house providing an amazing panorama. When the 

weather is clear, it is possible to see as far as the 

Danube, the range of the Mecsek Hills and the area of 

the Mecsek Ridge becomes outlined. 

Flóra Rest Place stands on the Bertalan Rock, 404 m. 

up. The Hamerli family had the round vantage point 

built from quarry stone in 1893. There is a wonderful 

view of the mining areas near Pécs and of the Eastern 

Mecsek. 

Both place is easy to reach by car and bus! 

 

 


